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##VERIFIED##

fernanda ly is the new face of kate spade new yorks spring 2017 campaign. the model plays a latina fashionista
who just moved to the big apple from mexico and seems to be living the happiest, most glamorous life possible.
fernanda's look is fresh and modern as she flaunts her tres blancos in a tight, white dress with a bright, bold red
skirt. her long hair is in a chic, messy bun and she's carrying a matching bag. watching fernanda flores flaunt her
body in her new 90 day fianc wedding to jonathan rivera is truly a treat. although the former reality star has to

navigate a lot of drama, she always has time for a good cry. take a look at the top and bottom of the post for all of
the highlights and lowlights. is it just me or does the bottom half of the photo kind of look like fernanda has a bad

case of the flu? according to fernanda flores herself, she was the one who proposed to her husband, jonathan
rivera. however, the former reality star has not revealed the details of the proposal. in an interview with people

magazine, fernanda has just said that she was a little surprised when her husband proposed but she was so taken
by his proposal that she was happy to say yes. are you excited to see fernanda flores reprise her role as carol lee
on the originals next season? get ready to fall in love with the vampire-hunting witch all over again. mika is one of
the new headliners on the cws supernatural drama, which will premiere its new season sometime in 2017. it will

also feature another very notable face returning to the originals -- daniel gillies -- as well as a few new faces
including xolo marid, who plays a new character named faiza. the actress will have a few scenes with fernanda

flores in the coming episodes.
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It is not my business to judge them. I love them so much. I love Fernanda like a sister and the
children like my own. But if those children would have been caught up in that fight, I can only

imagine the pain that Fernanda would have suffered because of it. She did not deserve to. On the
flipside, I have not seen the kind of tough love that Fernanda and her lawyer showered on him. I love
them both, and I am an extremely generous person. I understand them to have a huge problem. He

is an adult. He has to grow up. Carolina and Antonio were married on Aug. 20, 2018, in the 18th
arrondissement of Paris. Though the wedding was an authentic-looking ceremony, it was not a

French or Catholic ceremony. Both Fernanda and Antonio are of Hispanic heritage, and neither of
their families is Catholic. According to Reuters , only 10% of French weddings are religious. The

ceremony was instead performed by Fernanda and Antonio's best man, Luis Figo, the former soccer
player who won the 2002 World Cup. (Luis' first wife, model Teo Castan, went to jail for doping for

the win. The scandal destroyed his career.) Carolina and Antonio hosted a second wedding party on
Sept. 2, 2018, in their hometown, Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico. They hosted their own Catholic ceremony
on Oct. 21, 2018, at the Chapel of the Good Shepherd in New York. Because there is no law requiring
Hispanic Catholics to be married in a church, a friend of Antonio's officiated. Fernanda and Antonio
have no plans to get married again. Fernanda and Antonio have two children together: a daughter
named Eylin, who is 3 years old, and a son named Joseph who is 7 months old. Joseph's birth was
secretly filmed for the show's second season and will be shown during that season. 5ec8ef588b
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